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Faith, Hope and Love 
  
We’re probably all familiar with the verses in 1 Corinthians 13 about faith, hope and love - and the greatest 
of these being love. Used so often at weddings that it has probably been preached on more than just about 
anything else in the Bible. Love is the undoubted bedrock of practical Christianity, of relationships, of living 
in community - of trying to live as Jesus would in the 21st century. 
  
Recently though (and how recent will depend when this makes Thought for the Week), perhaps because 
of lockdown, ups and downs in easing restrictions, and struggling with the new normal I’ve become more 
focused on hope. Certainly, I reflected a little on it before in a previous Thought some months ago now. 
  
There’s the frequently used picture of a three-legged milking stool to describe the inter-dependence of 
faith, hope and love. Recently though I came across another picture which made me think and therefore 
set up this Thought for the Week. The picture was of parents walking hand in hand with a young child. 
Each parent tightly holding onto the child. One parent is Faith, one Love and the child in the middle is 
Hope.  
  
Like good parents neither is prepared to let go of the child but equally the child clings to the parents to 
make sure they are there and supporting. It’s the child that holds the parents together. Without the child 
each parent could go their own way. With the child the parents have to go in the same direction - they 
have to be in agreement, in tune with each other. 
  
Isn’t that the purpose of hope? Hope keeps Love and Faith in step with each other. Hope being the younger 
and smaller of the three is the future. Hope being the child is nurtured by Love and Faith.  
  
Throughout these months of reacting to and fighting the pandemic we have tried to offer practical love 
within the fellowship and to those around us. We have tried to know Jesus more intimately - engaging 
more deeply with Him. Picking up new challenges on the way. Perhaps though the greatest gift Christians 
have to offer the town and nation at the moment is hope. Hope in Jesus, hope in being Jesus’ hands and 
feet.  
  
Our task being to change feelings of downward spiralling hopelessness into upward spiralling hope. Not a 
fairy-tale hope or happy ever after but a worked through practical, down to earth, realistic hope offered 
by Jesus. Demonstrating hope is real because it is visible - it is happening - in the way we live our lives, in 
what we say to others, and in the way we plan the journey forward. 
  
We neglect our hope at other folk’s peril! 
  
Verse for the Week - “Let us hold unswervingly to the hope we profess, for He who promised is faithful.” 
Hebrews 10:23 NIVUK 
  



 


